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We investigated the optical properties of Cu12dMgdGeO3 (d50, 0.01) and CuGe12xBxO3 with B5Si (x
50, 0.007, 0.05, 0.1) and Al (x 5 0, 0.01) in the frequency range 20–32 000 cm21. We report temperature-
dependent reflectivity and transmission measurements, performed with light polarized along the b and c axes,
and optical conductivity spectra obtained by Kramers-Kronig transformation or direct inversion of the Fresnel
formula. Special emphasis is given to the far-infrared phonon spectra. The temperature dependence of the
phonon parameters is presented and discussed in relation to the soft mode issue in CuGeO3. For T,TSP we
detected zone-boundary modes activated by the spin-Peierls phase transition. Following the temperature de-
pendence of these modes, which shows the second-order character of the phase transition, we were able to
study the effect of doping on TSP . The optical activity and the polarization of a singlet-triplet excitation
detected at 44 cm21, across the magnetic gap, confirm the existence of the second ~optical! magnetic branch
recently suggested on the basis of inelastic neutron scattering data. The anisotropy in the magnetic exchange
constants along the b axis, necessary for the optical triplet mode to gain a finite intensity, and the strong effect
of Si substitution on the phonon spectra are discussed in relation to the space group P212121 recently proposed
for CuGeO3 in the high-temperature uniform phase.I. INTRODUCTION
In 1993 Hase et al.1 concluded, on the basis of magnetic
susceptibility measurements, that CuGeO3 shows a spin-
Peierls ~SP! phase transition, i.e., a lattice distortion that oc-
curs together with the formation of a spin-singlet ground
state and the opening of an energy gap in the magnetic ex-
citation spectrum. This magnetoelastic transition is driven by
the magnetic energy gain ~i.e., suppression of quantum fluc-
tuations! due to dimerization of the antiferromagnetic ~AF!
superexchange between the spin 1/2 moments of the Cu21
ions @arranged in weakly coupled one-dimensional ~1D!
CuO2 chains2#, which overcompensates the elastic energy
loss resulting from the deformation of the lattice.3,4 In the SP
phase, the Cu21 magnetic moments form singlet dimers
along the chains and spin-triplet excitations are gapped.1
The SP nature of the phase transition in CuGeO3 was
inferred from the isotropic drop in the magnetic susceptibil-
ity at the transition temperature TSP514 K and from the
reduction of TSP upon increasing the intensity of an applied
magnetic field,1 as theoretically expected for SP systems.3–6
This initial claim was later confirmed by an impressive vari-
ety of experimental results.7 The gap in the magnetic excita-
tion spectrum was directly observed with inelastic neutron
scattering,8 and its singlet-triplet nature was established with
the same technique under application of a magnetic field: A
splitting of the single gap into three distinct excitation
branches was detected.9 The dimerization of the Cu21 ions
was observed and the lattice distortion very carefully inves-
tigated with both neutron and x-ray scattering.10–12 Finally,
the phase transition from the dimerized to the incommensu-
rate phase, expected in magnetic fields higher than a certainPRB 610163-1829/2000/61~18!/12063~12!/$15.00critical value,5,6 was found with field-dependent magnetiza-
tion measurements at Hc’12 T,13 and the H-T phase dia-
gram was studied in great detail.14
The discovery of the SP phase transition in CuGeO3 has
renewed the interest in this phenomenon, observed previ-
ously in organic materials in the 1970s.15–17 The availability
of large high-quality single crystals of pure and doped
CuGeO3 made it possible to investigate this magnetoelastic
transition by a broad variety of experimental techniques. In
this way, the traditional SP theory based on 1D AF chains
with only nearest-neighbor ~NN! magnetic couplings and a
mean-field treatment of the 3D phonon system3–5 could be
tested in all its expectations. Also optical techniques, such as
Raman and infrared ~IR! spectroscopy, are very useful in
investigating magnetic and/or structural phase transitions as
they provide information on the nature of the electronic
~magnetic! ground state, lattice distortion, and interplay of
electronic ~magnetic! and lattice degrees of freedom. The
aim of our experimental investigation on CuGeO3 with opti-
cal spectroscopy was, of course, to detect all possible signa-
tures of the SP phase transition. However, we were in par-
ticular interested in a number of issues that could help us in
understanding how far the classical SP picture3,4 is appropri-
ate for the case of CuGeO3:
~i! Analysis of the phonon spectra in order to study the
lattice distortion and verify the proposed crystal structures
for both the high- and the low-temperature phase.
~ii! Verify the presence of a soft mode in the phonon
spectra, upon passing through the SP transition. In fact, a
well-defined soft mode is expected in those theoretical mod-
els, describing a SP system in terms of a linear coupling
between lattice and magnetic degrees of freedom.5,4
~iii! Detect possible magnetic bound states and/or a mag-12 063 ©2000 The American Physical Society
12 064 PRB 61A. DAMASCELLI et al.netic continuum in the excitation spectrum that could tell us
about the symmetry and the order ~NNN versus NN! of the
magnetic interactions.
~iv! Study the influence of doping on the vibrational and
electronic properties and, eventually, on TSP .
Before proceeding to the experimental results, in the next
section we will present the group-theoretical analysis18 of the
lattice vibration of CuGeO3 for both the proposed high-
temperature undistorted phase2 and the low-temperature SP
phase.11,12 The number and the symmetry of the theoretically
expected IR active phonons will be later compared to the
experimental data.
II. GROUP-THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
At room-temperature CuGeO3 has an orthorhombic struc-
ture with lattice parameters a54.81 Å, b58.47 Å, and c
52.941 Å and space group Pbmm (xia , y ib , zic) or,
equivalently, Pmma (xib , y ic , zia) in standard setting.2
The building blocks are edge-sharing CuO6 octahedra and
corner-sharing GeO4 tetrahedra stacked along the c axis, re-
sulting in Cu21 and Ge41 chains parallel to the c axis. These
chains are linked together via the O atoms and form layers
parallel to the b-c plane weakly coupled along the a axis
~Fig. 1!. The unit cell contains two formula units of CuGeO3
~Fig. 2!, with site group C2h
y for the two Cu atoms, C2v
z for
the two Ge and the two O~1! atoms, and Cs
xz for the four
O~2! atoms @where O~2! denotes the O atoms linking the
chains together#.11,12 Following the nuclear site group analy-
sis method extended to crystals,19 the contribution of each





Subtracting the silent modes (2Au) and the acoustic modes
(B1u1B2u1B3u), the irreducible representation of the opti-
cal vibrations in standard setting ~Pmma! is
G54Ag~aa ,bb ,cc !1B1g~bc !14B2g~ab !13B3g~ac !
15B1u~Eia !13B2u~Eic !15B3u~Eib !. ~1!
FIG. 1. Crystal structure of CuGeO3 in the high temperature
(T5300 K! undistorted phase.This corresponds to an expectation of 12 Raman active
modes (4Ag1B1g14B2g13B3g) and 13 IR active modes
(5B1u13B2u15B3u) for CuGeO3, in agreement with the
calculation done by Popovic´ et al.20
At temperatures lower than TSP the proposed crystal
structure is still orthorhombic, but with lattice parameters
a852a , b85b , and c852c and space group Bbcm (xia ,
y ib , zic) or, equivalently, Cmca (xic , y ia , zib) in the
standard setting.11,12 The distortion of the lattice taking place
at the phase transition ~Fig. 2! is characterized by the dimer-
ization of Cu-Cu pairs along the c axis ~dimerization out of
phase in neighboring chains!, together with a rotation of the
GeO4 tetrahedra around the axis defined by the O~1! sites
~rotation opposite in the sense for neighboring tetrahedra!.
Moreover, the O~2! sites of the undistorted structure split in
an equal number of O~2a! and O~2b! sites, distinguished by
the distances O~2a!-O~2a! and O~2b!-O~2b! shorter and
larger than O~2!-O~2!,12 respectively. The SP transition is
also characterized ~Fig. 2! by a doubling of the unit cell
~corresponding to a doubling of the degrees of freedom from
30 to 60!. The site groups in the new unit cell are C2
x for Cu,
C2
y for O~1!, and Cs
yz for Ge, O~2a!, and O~2b!.12 Repeating
the group-theoretical analysis, we obtain for the contribu-





Once the silent and the acoustic modes are subtracted, the
irreducible representation of the optical vibrations of
CuGeO3 in the SP phase ~in standard setting Cmca! is
GSP58Ag~aa ,bb ,cc !17B1g~ac !16B2g~bc !19B3g~ab !
19B1u~Eib !18B2u~Eia !15B3u~Eic !. ~2!
FIG. 2. Conventional unit cell of CuGeO3 in the undistorted
~top!, and SP phase ~bottom!. The ion displacements due to the SP
transition have been enlarged by a factor of 30.
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19B3g) and 22 IR active modes (9B1u18B2u15B3u) are
expected for CuGeO3 in the SP phase, all the additional vi-
brations being zone-boundary modes activated by the folding
of the Brillouin zone.
In order to compare the results obtained for the undis-
torted and the SP phase of CuGeO3, it is better to rewrite the
irreducible representations G and GSP into Pbmm and Bbcm
settings, respectively, because both groups are characterized
by xia , y ib , and zic . This can be done by permuting the
(1g ,2g ,3g) and (1u ,2u ,3u) indices in such a way that it
corresponds to the permutations of the axis relating Pmma to
Pbmm, and Cmca to Bbcm. Therefore, the irreducible repre-
sentations of the optical vibrations of CuGeO3, for T.TSP
~Pbmm! and T,TSP ~Bbcm!, respectively, are
G854Ag~aa ,bb ,cc !14B1g~ab !13B2g~ac !1B3g~bc !
13B1u~Eic !15B2u~Eib !15B3u~Eia !, ~3!
GSP8 58Ag~aa ,bb ,cc !19B1g~ab !17B2g~ac !16B3g~bc !
15B1u~Eic !19B2u~Eib !18B3u~Eia !. ~4!
It is now evident that the number of IR active phonons is
expected to increase from 5 to 8, 5 to 9, and 3 to 5 for light
polarized along the a, b, and c axes, respectively.
III. EXPERIMENT
We studied the optical properties of Cu 12dMgdGeO3
~with d5 0, 0.01) and CuGe12xBxO3 with B5Si (x
50, 0.007, 0.05, 0.1) and Al (x50, 0.01) in the frequency
range 20–32 000 cm21. These high-quality single crystals,
several centimeters long in the a direction, were grown from
the melt by a floating zone technique.21 Platelike samples
were easily cleaved perpendicularly to the a axis. Typical
dimensions were about 2 and 6 mm parallel to the b and c
axis, respectively. The thickness was chosen depending on
the experiment to be performed. In reflectivity measure-
ments, when enough material was available, samples several
millimeters thick were used in order to avoid interference
fringes in the spectra due to Fabry-Perot resonances.22 Par-
ticular attention had to be paid when measuring reflectivity
in frequency regions characterized by weak excitations ~i.e.,
from 1000 to 25 000 cm21): Because of the multiple reflec-
tions within the sample these excitations, which would not
be directly detectable in reflectivity, would be observable as
an absorption with respect to the background dominated by
the interference fringes. If a Kramers-Kronig ~KK! transfor-
mation is performed on such pathological data in order to
obtain the optical conductivity, unphysical results would be
produced. As a matter of fact, it is precisely for this reason
that a charge-transfer excitation at 1.25 eV ~10 000 cm21)
was erroneously reported in an early optical paper on
CuGeO3.23 On the other hand, in transmission measure-
ments, where interference fringes cannot be avoided, the
thickness of the sample was adjusted to the strength of the
particular excitation under investigation.
The samples were aligned by conventional Laue diffrac-
tion and mounted in a liquid-He flow cryostat to vary the
temperature between 4 and 300 K. Reflectivity and transmis-sion measurements in the frequency range 20–7000 cm21
were performed with a Fourier transform spectrometer
~Bruker IFS 113v!, with polarized light, in order to probe the
optical response of the crystals along the b and the c axes. In
reflectivity a near-normal incidence configuration (u511°)
was used. Absolute reflectivity and transmission values were
obtained by calibrating the data acquired on the samples
against a gold mirror and an empty sample holder, respec-
tively. For frequencies higher than 6000 cm21 a Woollam
ellipsometer was used in both transmission and reflection
operational modes at room temperature. The optical conduc-
tivity spectra were obtained by KK transformations in the
regions where only reflectivity spectra were measurable, and
by direct inversion of the Fresnel equations wherever both
reflection and transmission data were available.22
IV. PURE CuGeO3
Let us now, as an introduction to what we will discuss in
detail in the following sections, describe briefly the main
features of the optical spectra of pure CuGeO3 over the en-
tire frequency range we covered with our experimental sys-
tems. In Fig. 3 we present room-temperature reflectivity,
transmission, and conductivity of CuGeO3 in the frequency
range going from 30 to 34 000 cm21, for Eib and Eic ~i.e.,
’ and i to the chain direction, respectively!. The results are
typical of an ionic insulator: The far-infrared ~FIR! region
(v,1000 cm21) is characterized by strong optical
phonons, showing the expected anisotropy for the b and c
axes @Fig. 3~a! and 3~c!#; no background conductivity is ob-
servable @Fig. 3~c!#. Transmission spectra for v
,400 cm21 are not shown. However, IR transmission mea-
surements carried out at low temperature, in order to inves-
tigate very weak magnetic and lattice excitations, will be
discussed later in the course of the paper. At frequencies
larger than 1000 cm21, reflectivity is low and almost com-
pletely featureless. More information can be gained from
transmission in this case. In Fig. 3~b! we can see ~in addition
to the strong phonons for v,1000 cm21) absorption pro-
cesses at 1330 and 1580 cm21 along the c and b axes, re-
spectively, and at ;14 000 and ;27 000 cm21, with ap-
proximately the same frequency for the two different axes.
Having both reflectivity and transmission data in this region,
we could calculate the dynamical conductivity by direct in-
version of the Fresnel formula.22 As shown by Fig. 3~c! and,
in particular, by the enlarged view given in the inset ~note
the very low absolute value of conductivity!, extremely weak
excitations are present, in the region going from 1000 to
30 000 cm21, on top of a zero background. Let us now
briefly discuss the nature of these excitations. At 1000 cm21
we can see the vanishing tail of the highest b-axis phonon
@inset of Fig. 3~c!#. Above that, we find the two peaks at
1330 and 1580 cm21 along the c and b axes, respectively.
On the basis of the energy position and of the temperature
dependence, these features can be ascribed to multiphonon
processes. At ;14 000 cm21 (;1.8 eV!, for both orienta-
tions of the electric field, a very weak peak is present, which
has been shown to be due to phonon-assisted Cu d-d
transitions.24 Finally, the onset of the Cu-O charge-transfer
excitations is observable at ;27 000 cm21. Superimposed
to it are some sharper features of probable excitonic nature.
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In this section we will discuss the phonon spectrum of
pure CuGeO3, paying particular attention to the zone-
boundary folded modes activated by the SP lattice distortion.
As the c- and b-axis ~i.e., Ei chain and E’ chain, respec-
tively, in Fig. 4! reflectivity data have already been discussed
in detail in Ref. 25, here we will summarize the main con-
clusions and move on to the discussion of conductivity and
transmission spectra.
In the high-temperature undistorted phase three phonons
have been detected along the c axis (vTO’167, 528, and 715
cm21, for T515 K!, and five along the b axis (vTO’48,
210, 286, 376, and 766 cm21, for T515 K!. This is in agree-
ment with what is expected on the basis of the group-
theoretical analysis presented in Sec. II @Eq. ~3!# for the
space group Pbmm proposed for CuGeO3 in the uniform
phase.2 The structure in Fig. 4~a! between 200 and 400 cm21
is due to a leakage of the polarizer and corresponds to the
three modes detected along the b axis in the same frequency
range. Similarly, the feature at approximately 630 cm21 in
Fig. 4~b! is a leakage of a mode polarized along the a axis.20
FIG. 3. Room temperature ~a! reflectivity, ~b! transmission, and
~c! optical conductivity of CuGeO3 in the frequency range 30–
34 000 cm21 for Eib and Eic ~i.e., ’ and i to the chain direction,
respectively!. Inset: Enlarged view of s1(v) from 800 to 30 000
cm21 ~note the very low absolute value!.However, the reason why this phonon has been detected in
the b-axis reflectivity is not simply, as in the previous case, a
leakage of the polarizer. It has to do with the finite angle of
incidence u511° of the radiation on the sample, and with
the fact that p-polarized light was used to probe the optical
response along the b axis. In fact, whereas for s-polarized
light the electric field was parallel to the b-c plane, in p
polarization there was a small but finite component of the
electric vector perpendicular to the plane of the sample,
which could then couple to the a-axis excitations ~at least to
those particularly intense!.
In the low-temperature phase only one new feature was
directly observable in reflectivity: A dip at 800 cm21 for
Eib ~inset of Fig. 4!.25 A careful investigation of tempera-
tures ranging from 4 to 15 K ~Fig. 10! indicated that this
feature, which falls in the frequency region of high reflectiv-
ity for the B2u-symmetry mode at 766 cm21 and therefore
shows up mainly for its absorption, is a zone-boundary
folded mode activated by the SP transition.25
Whereas the number of IR active phonons is expected to
increase from 5 to 8, 5 to 9, and 3 to 5 for light polarized
along the a, b, and c axes, respectively @see Eqs. ~3! and ~4!#,
only one SP activated mode was observed. On the other
hand, more lines can be found by means of a deeper analysis,
in agreement with the results reported in Ref. 26: By check-
ing the optical conductivity at 4 and 15 K, a second folded
mode is present along the b axis at 310 cm21 ~see Fig. 5!.
This line was not distinguishable in reflectivity because it
coincides with vLO of the B2u-symmetry phonon at 286
cm21. It has to be mentioned that the remnant peak observ-
able in the 15 K data at 313 cm21 is an experimental glitch;
FIG. 4. Reflectivity spectra of pure CuGeO3 in the SP phase ~4
K!, and just before the SP transition ~15 K!. The 15 K curves have
been plotted with lower resolution, for the sake of clarity. For ~a!
Ei chain no difference is found across the phase transition whereas
for ~b! E’ chain a new feature appears at 800 cm21 ~as clearly
shown in the inset!.
PRB 61 12 067OPTICAL SPECTROSCOPY OF PURE AND DOPED CuGeO3it does not have any temperature dependence ~it is there also
at 300 K! and, therefore, it is not related to the phase transi-
tion.
In order to probe the phonon spectrum of the dimerized
phase with a more sensitive tool, we performed transmission
measurements on a 350 mm thick sample in the FIR region.
One additional line was then detected at 284 cm21 along the
c axis, as shown in Fig. 6. In the top panel a transmission
spectrum acquired at 4 K is plotted in the frequency range
100–300 cm21. Fabry-Perot interference fringes are clearly
visible, interrupted at ;167 cm21 by the strong absorption
of the lowest-energy B1u-symmetry phonon. At 284 cm21
one can observe a slightly more pronounced minimum in the
interference pattern. Because of the weakness of this line, a
real peak can be observed only in the absorbance difference
spectrum ~bottom panel of Fig. 6!. The spikes present at
;167 cm21 in the absorbance difference spectrum are due
to the complete absorption of the light in that frequency
range ~top panel!. As a last remark, we want to stress that the
final assignment of the 310 and 284 cm21 peaks to optical
phonons activated by the SP transition is based, as for the
line at 800 cm21, on their temperature dependence ~not
shown!.
B. Phonon parameters and the soft-mode issue
As far as the dynamical interplay between spins and
phonons in CuGeO3 is concerned, it is clear from the reflec-
FIG. 5. Conductivity spectra of pure CuGeO3 in the SP phase ~4
K!, and just before the SP transition ~15 K!, for E’ chain: A SP
activated mode is observable at 310 cm21.
FIG. 6. Transmission of pure CuGeO3 in the SP phase for
Ei chain ~top!. In the absorbance difference spectrum a SP acti-
vated mode is observable at 284 cm21 ~bottom!.tivity spectra plotted in Fig. 4 that a well-defined soft mode,
driving the structural deformation in CuGeO3, has not been
detected in our measurements. However, as any dimerization
must be related to normal modes away from the zone center,
the softening of one or more modes across the SP phase
transition should be expected at k5(p/a ,0,p/c), the actual
propagation vector in CuGeO3. As optical techniques can
probe the phonon branches only at the G point (k50), the
softening can, strictly speaking, be investigated only by neu-
tron scattering. Nevertheless, we tried to gain interesting in-
sights from the temperature dependence of the phonon pa-
rameters obtained from the fit of the reflectivity data ~see
Fig. 7 and Table I!. In fact, if the dispersion and the mixing
of the phonon branches are not too strong, the presence of a
soft mode at k5(p/a ,0,p/c) could result in an overall soft-
ening of the branch it belongs to. Our first attempt was to
check if any of the IR phonons was showing a red shift upon
cooling the sample. In Fig. 7 we can see that the B2u mode
(E’ chain) at 48 cm21 is the only one showing an evident
monotonic red shift from 300 to 15 K. Below TSP this mode
shows only a small blue shift. Also the behavior of its oscil-
lator strength is rather interesting: It grows continuously
from 300 to 15 K ~a ;23% increase!, and it suddenly drops
;15% across the phase transition. On the basis of this re-
sults, we concluded that these particular phonon branch
FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of percentage change in reso-
nant frequency, damping, and oscillator strength ~from top to bot-
tom! of the IR phonons of pure CuGeO3 in the undistorted phase,
for E’ chain ~left! and Ei chain ~right!.
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the SP distortion vector in the Brillouin zone.
In order to check this hypothesis more directly, we per-
formed transmission measurements with a millimenter-wave
transmission setup, equipped with a backward wave oscilla-
tor operating in the frequency range 3.6–6.0 cm21.27 The
measurements were done on a ;1 mm thick sample of pure
CuGeO3 and, in order to relax the k-conservation rule and to
obtain a result averaged over the entire Brillouin zone, on Si
and Mg substituted crystals with approximately the same
thickness of the pure CuGeO3. In this way, we aimed to
measure very accurately the transmission through the
samples at one very low fixed frequency ~5 cm21) as a func-
tion of temperature. If a mode would get soft, it would pos-
sibly result in a temperature-dependent transmission showing
a w shape centered at TSP : two minima in the absolute trans-
TABLE I. Resonant frequency vTO (cm21), damping g
(cm21), and oscillator strength S of the IR phonons detected for
Ei chain (B1u symmetry! and E’ chain (B2u symmetry! on pure
CuGeO3. The parameters have been obtained by fitting the phonon
spectra with Lorentz oscillators.
Mode Param. 4 K 15 K 100 K 200 K 300 K
vTO 166.78 166.82 166.25 165.56 164.90
B1u g 0.41 0.46 0.53 0.88 1.27
S 0.348 0.343 0.335 0.316 0.295
vTO 527.69 527.74 525.33 522.98 520.89
B1u g 4.07 4.05 4.78 6.32 8.89
S 1.900 1.903 1.921 1.929 1.921
vTO 715.25 715.17 715.27 714.84 713.75
B1u g 3.12 3.11 3.46 3.85 4.85
S 0.636 0.638 0.640 0.648 0.650
vTO 48.28 48.26 48.58 48.78 48.92
B2u g 0.63 0.79 1.13 1.52 1.85
S 0.286 0.335 0.299 0.282 0.273
vTO 210.27 210.17 209.29 209.07 209.10
B2u g 0.44 0.53 1.28 2.41 3.46
S 1.717 1.732 1.723 1.669 1.605
vTO 285.79 285.79 286.03 285.04 283.45
B2u g 0.83 0.99 1.75 3.27 4.84
S 0.765 0.773 0.780 0.782 0.780
vTO 375.62 375.65 375.81 375.66 375.35
B2u g 1.44 1.60 2.26 3.86 5.76
S 0.596 0.597 0.596 0.601 0.605
vTO 766.28 766.34 767.35 767.16 765.79
B2u g 3.27 3.30 4.18 4.98 6.30
S 0.677 0.689 0.705 0.718 0.711
vTO 284.21 - - - -
B1u ,SP g — - - - -
S — - - - -
vTO 309.58 - - - -
B2u ,SP g 4.27 - - - -
S 0.003 - - - -
vTO 799.75 - - - -
B2u ,SP g 2.32 - - - -
S 0.0007 - - - -mission, one on each side of TSP . Unfortunately, we could
not detect any change. Had we seen the expected w-shape
behavior, this would have been a strong indication of the
existence of a soft mode in CuGeO3. In the present case we
cannot confirm nor rule out a soft mode.
Recently, it was shown using neutron scattering that the
preexisting soft mode, expected in the classical theories of
the SP phase transition,5,4 is not there in the case of
CuGeO3.28 Neither present is the central peak usually ob-
served in order-disorder phase transitions.29 As a conse-
quence of these findings, it appears that the behavior of the
phonon parameters for the B2u mode at 48 cm21 is simply
‘‘accidental.’’ One may speculate that the absence of a soft-
ening at k5(p/a ,0,p/c) implies that the phase transition is
not driven by a softening of the phonon spectrum at k
5(p/a ,0,p/c), but only by a change in electronic structure,
which, in turn, determines the dynamical charge of the ions
and the interatomic force constants. In this scenario, the large
change in oscillator strength of some of the vibrational
modes observed in our optical data ~Fig. 7!, results from a
change in ionicity, or, in other words, a transfer of spectral
weight from the elastic degrees of freedom to electronic ex-
citations.
V. DOPED CuGeO3
In this section we will present the optical spectra of
Cu12dMgdGeO3 ~with d5 0, 0.01) and CuGe12xBxO3 @with
B5Si (x50, 0.007, 0.05, 0.1) and Al (x50, 0.01)] single
crystals. We investigated, as we did for the pure material, the
phonon spectrum as a function of temperature of Mg- and
Si-substituted CuGeO3, by means of reflectivity measure-
ments in the FIR region ~Sec. V A!. The aim of this investi-
gation was, first of all, to study the effect of doping on the SP
phase transition; second, to verify the recent claims of Ya-
mada and co-workers,30,31 who suggested that the structure
originally proposed for CuGeO3 in the high-temperature un-
distorted phase2 could be wrong. In addition, transmission
measurements in the mid-infrared ~MIR! region were per-
formed on all the samples, in order to detect possible elec-
tronic and/or magnetic excitations that could provide us with
additional information about the interplay of spin and charge
in this quasi-1D system ~Sec. V B!.
A. Far-infrared reflection
The 4 K reflectivity data acquired on Si doped samples for
Ei chain (c axis! and E’ chain (b axis! are shown in Figs.
8~a! and 8~b!, respectively. The spectra are similar to those
we already discussed for pure CuGeO3. However, some new
features, stronger in intensity the higher the Si concentration,
are observable already at room temperature. Therefore, they
are due to the substitution of Ge with the lighter Si and not
directly related to the SP transition: new phonon peaks at
900 cm21, along the c axis @Fig. 8~a!#, and at 500 and 960
cm21, along the b axis @Fig. ~8~b!#. Moreover, the much
more complicated line shape and the considerable reduction
of oscillator strength of the high-frequency phonons indicate
first, a strong Ge ~Si! contribution to these modes, mainly
due to O vibrations,20 and second, that substituting Si for Ge
has apparently a strong symmetry-lowering effect, a point
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Yamada et al.30,31 about a possible lower symmetry with re-
spect to the one originally proposed by Vo¨llenkle et al.2 for
the uniform structure of CuGeO3. The SP-activated zone-
boundary mode at 800 cm21 ~previously detected on pure
CuGeO3 for E’ chain) is found only for the lowest Si con-
centration. This is clearly shown in the inset of Fig. 8~b!,
where the 4 and 11 K data are compared. We can conclude
that up to 0.7% Si doping the SP transition is still present
with TSP,11 K, whereas for 5% and 10% Si concentrations
no signature of the transition could be found in reflectivity
~nor in conductivity nor in transmission, as a matter of fact!.
The 5 K results obtained on the 1% Mg-doped sample are
plotted, together with the results obtained on pure CuGeO3,
in Figs. 9~a! and 9~b!, for Ei chain (c axis! and E’ chain (b
axis!, respectively. Clearly, Mg doping is affecting the opti-
cal response of CuGeO3 less than Si doping. A new phonon,
due to the mass difference between Cu and Mg, is present in
the c-axis spectra at 695 cm21, as shown in the inset of Fig.
9~a!. For E’ chain we observe the 800 cm21 zone-boundary
mode activated by the SP transition @see inset of Fig. 9~b!#.
For the 1% Mg-doped sample, TSP seems to be lower than
that in pure CuGeO3; on the other hand, the structural defor-
mation is not as strongly reduced as in the 0.7% Si-doped
sample, as can be deduced from the direct comparison be-
tween the insets of Fig. 8~b! and Fig. 9~b!.
Performing careful reflectivity measurements for tempera-
tures ranging from 4 to 15 K on pure, 1% Mg, and 0.7%
Si-doped samples, we cannot only determine the character of
the phase transition, but also estimate more precisely the
reduction of the oscillator strength for the 800 cm21 phonon
and, eventually, the doping dependence of TSP . For such a
quantitative analysis it is easier to fit with Lorentz oscillators
FIG. 8. ~a! c-axis and ~b! b-axis reflectivity spectra of Si-doped
CuGeO3 at 4 K for different Si concentrations. For 0.7% Si substi-
tution the 800 cm21 b-axis folded mode, activated by the SP tran-
sition, is clearly observable in the inset of panel ~b! where the 4 K
and the 11 K data are compared.not the reflectivity but the optical conductivity data @e.g., see
inset of Fig. 10~a!, where the fit of the 4 K data is presented#.
In fact, in the latter case the SP-activated mode at 800 cm21
appears as an additional peak superimposed on the Lorentz-
ian tail of the 766 cm21 B2u phonon of the high-symmetry
phase, and its oscillator strength is directly proportional to
the area under the peak. In Fig. 10 we can observe, for the
three different samples, the gradual disappearance of the ac-
tivated phonon for T→TSP from below. The oscillator
strength plotted versus temperature @inset of Fig. 10~c!#
clearly shows, for pure CuGeO3, the second-order character
of the phase transition. Like the intensity of the superlattice
reflections measured with x-ray or neutron scattering, the
intensity of the zone-boundary folded modes in an optical
experiment also is proportional to d2, where d denotes the
generalized symmetry-breaking lattice distortion ~see Ref.
29!. Therefore, the temperature dependence of the oscillator
strength for the 800 cm21 mode can be fitted to the equation
;(12T/TSP)2b. The best fit value of b is strongly depen-
dent on the temperature range chosen to fit the data. If only
points very close ~within 1 K! to TSP are considered, for pure
CuGeO3 the value b50.3660.03 is obtained, as reported in
Ref. 32. At this point, in relation to the soft-mode issue in
CuGeO3, it is worth mentioning that for the organic SP sys-
tem TTF-CuS4C4(CF3)4, which shows a precursive 3D soft
phonon at the superlattice position, the value b50.5 was
obtained.33 It was argued by Cross and Fisher4 that this soft
mode is responsible for the mean-field behavior, i.e., b
51/2, in the TTF salt. For the doped samples, in contrast to
the pure system, it is not possible to fit the temperature de-
FIG. 9. ~a! c-axis and ~b! b-axis reflectivity spectra of pure and
1% Mg-doped CuGeO3, at 5 K. Inset of panel ~a!: Enlarged view of
the frequency region around 700 cm21. The additional peak ob-
served for Mg doping is due to the mass difference between Cu and
Mg and it is not related to the SP transition. The 800 cm21 b-axis
folded mode, activated by the SP transition, is still observable for
1% Mg-doping by comparing the 5 K and the 14 K data @inset of
panel ~b!#.
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2T/TSP)2b. In fact, the oscillator strength versus T curves
plotted in the inset of Fig. 10~c! for the doped crystals are
characterized by an upturned curvature near TSP . This effect
can be explained in terms of a distribution of transition tem-
peratures due to the disorder introduced upon doping the
system.34 However, for the 1% Mg- and the 0.7% Si-
substituted samples the estimates for TSP of approximately
12.4 and 9.3 K, respectively, can be obtained. Considering
that usually for pure CuGeO3 TSP’14.2 ~on our pure sample
a slightly reduced value has been observed!, we can conclude
that Si is three times more effective in reducing TSP than Mg.
This result has recently been confirmed, on a stronger basis,
by a very systematic and detailed investigation of the de-
crease of TSP and of the occurrence of 3D AF order at lower
temperature on several doped single crystals of CuGeO3 by
magnetic susceptibility measurements.35
The difference between Mg and Si in influencing TSP can
be understood considering their different effect on the mag-
netism of the system. The substitution of a Cu21 ion by a
nonmagnetic impurity, like Mg, cuts a CuO2 chain in two
segments by breaking a singlet dimer; a free S51/2 Cu21
FIG. 10. Enlarged view of the b-axis optical conductivity for ~a!
pure, ~b! 1% Mg-, and ~c! 0.7% Si-doped CuGeO3: The detailed
temperature dependence of the 800 cm21 SP-activated mode is
shown. Inset of panel ~a!: Lorentz fit of the 4 K data ~plotted with
reduced resolution! for pure CuGeO3. Inset of panel ~c!: Oscillator
strength of the SP mode plotted vs. temperature; for pure CuGeO3
the fit to the equation (12T/TSP)2b with b50.36 is also shown.spin is created for each Mg impurity. More subtle is the
effect of replacing Ge with Si: One could at first glance
expect a weak effect because Si is not directly breaking a
dimer. On the other hand, Khomskii et al. showed that Si
weakens the side-group effect,36,37 which is responsible for
the superexchange being AF in CuGeO3 @as the Cu-O~2!-Cu
bond angle is g’98°, on the basis of the Goodenough-
Kanamory-Anderson rule38 the superexchange should be
~weakly! ferromagnetic#. Because Si is smaller than Ge, the
Si-O hybridization is smaller than the Ge-O one. As a result,
Si breaks the AF Cu-Cu interaction on the two CuO2 chains
adjacent to the Si41 ion.36,37 This explains, at least qualita-
tively, why Si has a stronger effect on TSP than Mg. To fully
understand why Si is three times and not only twice as effi-
cient as Mg in reducing TSP , we believe that the effect of Si
substitution on the NNN ~i.e., not only NN! exchange inter-
action should also be taken into account.
Recently, on the basis of electron paramagnetic resonance
experiments, Yamada et al. raised doubts about the room-
temperature structure of CuGeO3.30 X-ray diffraction experi-
ments were then performed by Hidaka et al. on pure single
crystals grown by the floating-zone method and subsequently
improved by a combined annealing and slow cooling
process.31 The space group was determined to be P212121,
with a unit cell eight times larger (2a3b34c) than the one
originally proposed by Vo¨llenkle et al.2 The irreducible rep-
resentation of the optical vibrations for the space group
P212121 is
G9556A~aa ,bb ,cc !155B1~ab;Eic !163B2~ac;Eib !
163B3~bc;Eia !, ~5!
corresponding to 63, 63, and 55 optical active modes along
the a, b, and c axes, respectively. The absence of these
modes in our infrared spectra of pure CuGeO3 ~see Sec.
IV A! suggests that the the superlattice modulation corre-
sponding to the P212121 space group is too weak to provide
a detectable oscillator strength for the extra modes ~possibly
because the deformation of the structure would be there only
on a local scale on noncarefully annealed single crystals!.31
In this context, the results obtained on Si-substituted
CuGeO3 might be more significant. In Fig. 11, the low-
temperature optical conductivity of pure and 10% Si-doped
CuGeO3, for ~a! Ei chain and ~b! E’ chain, is plotted. We
can observe a reduction of oscillator strength and a broaden-
ing for all the lattice vibrations. Moreover, additional bands
appear over the entire range, as clearly shown in Fig. 12,
where the low-temperature optical conductivity, for all the
measured Si-doped samples, is presented. We can see that
not only sharp peaks appear at 900 and 960 cm21 along the
c and b axes, respectively, as discussed at the beginning of
this section. There is also a large number of phonon bands,
growing in intensity upon increasing the Si concentration, at
both low and high frequencies. Because the introduction of
impurities in a crystal results in a relaxation of the
k-conservation rule, states with kÞ0 are projected back to
the G point, and phonon bands averaged over the Brillouin
zone can be measured in an optical experiment. This ex-
plains qualitatively the complex phonon sideband structure
in Figs. 11 and 12. On the other hand, because analogous
phonon sidebands are not present for Mg- and Al-substituted
PRB 61 12 071OPTICAL SPECTROSCOPY OF PURE AND DOPED CuGeO3CuGeO3, we may speculate that Si, which has such a strong
influence on TSP via the side-group effect,36,37 could also be
responsible for enhancing the underlying lattice distortion
proposed by Yamada and co-workers.30,31 In our opinion
these results, although not conclusive, indicate that a sym-
metry lower than the one assumed until now could be pos-
sible.
FIG. 11. Optical conductivity at 20 K, obtained by KK analysis,
on pure and 10% Si-doped CuGeO3, for ~a! Ei chain and ~b!
E’ chain. In panel ~b! the pure CuGeO3 data have been clipped in
order to use the same scale as in panel ~a!: The peak value of the
phonon at 766 cm21 is 2010 V21cm21.
FIG. 12. Optical conductivity at 20 K, obtained by KK analysis,
on pure and several Si-doped CuGeO3 crystals ~a! for Ei chain and
~b! E’ chain.B. Mid-infrared transmission
In this section we will discuss the optical data obtained by
performing transmission experiments, in the range 400–8000
cm21, on Cu12dMgdGeO3 ~with d50, 0.01) and
CuGe12xBxO3 with B5Si (x50, 0.007, 0.05, 0.1) and Al
(x50, 0.01). From reflectivity and transmission, we calcu-
lated the optical conductivity by direct inversion of the
Fresnel formula.22 We aimed to study whether doping has an
effect on the electronic and/or magnetic excitations similar to
what has been observed on the underdoped parent com-
pounds of high-Tc superconductors.39,40 On the latter mate-
rials, chemical substitution introduces charge carriers in the
2D Cu-O planes, resulting in a disappearance of the gap and
in the transfer of spectral weight into a Drude peak for the
in-plane optical response. In addition, the so-called MIR
band, whose interpretation is still controversial, is usually
present in these systems.39,40
The 4 K transmission spectra of pure, 1% Al-, and 0.7%
Si-doped CuGeO3, for Ei chain and E’ chain, are plotted in
Figs. 13~a! and 13~b!, respectively. Spectra at different tem-
peratures above and below the phase transition were mea-
sured. However, the results are not shown because no par-
ticular temperature dependence was observed. Similarly, the
spectra for 1% Mg- and 5 and 10% Si-doped crystals are not
presented because no additional information can be obtained.
As shown in Fig. 13, the transmission through pure CuGeO3
in this frequency region is mainly characterized by the strong
absorptions of the phonons of the high-symmetry phase at
528 and 715 cm21, along the c axis, and at 376 and 766
cm21, along the b axis. In addition, multiphonon bands are
present, the most intense ones being at 1330 and 1580 cm21
along the c and b axes, respectively. The same features are
observable on the doped samples where more multiphonon
bands are detected reflecting the presence of additional peaks
in the single-phonon spectrum ~as discussed on the basis of
reflectivity data!. A last remark has to be made about the
FIG. 13. Transmission spectra ~4 K! on pure, 1% Al-, and 0.7%
Si-doped CuGeO3 for ~a! Ei chain and ~b! E’ chain.
12 072 PRB 61A. DAMASCELLI et al.oscillations present in all the spectra of Fig. 13. These are
interference fringes due to Fabry-Perot resonances;22 the dif-
ferent periods of the interference patterns are due to the dif-
ferent thickness of the samples.
If we now consider the optical conductivity spectra plot-
ted in Fig. 14, it is clear that nothing else has been detected,
in this frequency range, besides absorption processes purely
related to lattice degrees of freedom. In particular, for all the
sample, the conductivity is just zero from 2000 to 8000
cm21. From these results and from the fact that no signature
of a Drude peak was observed in any of the doped samples in
reflectivity experiment, we conclude that no charge carriers
are introduced in CuGeO3 by the different chemical substi-
tutions we tried nor magnetic/dielectric polarons ~observed,40
e.g., in ultra-low-doped YBa2Cu3O6). One has to note that,
in this sense, the most significant of the results we showed is
the one obtained on Al-substituted CuGeO3 because in this
case, contrary to Si substitution, Ge is replaced by an ele-
ment with different valence.
VI. DISCUSSION
In our investigation of pure and doped CuGeO3 with op-
tical spectroscopy we observed features that are not com-
pletely understandable on the basis of Cross and Fisher
theory for the SP phase transition4 and of the achieved pic-
ture of the SP transition in CuGeO3. No preexisting soft
mode was detected, not only in our optical measurements but
especially in neutron scattering experiments.28 This result
could explain why the value of b in the expression describ-
ing the temperature dependence of the order parameter close
to TSP @d;(12T/TSP)b# deviates in CuGeO3 from the
mean-field behavior b51/4 observed in the TTF salt. Fi-
nally, large changes in the phonon spectrum were observed
FIG. 14. Conductivity spectra at 4 K, obtained by direct inver-
sion of the Fresnel formula, on pure, 1% Al-, and 0.7% Si-doped
CuGeO3, for ~a! Ei chain and ~b! E’ chain. Note the very low
value of s1(v).for Si substitution, which might be in favor of the alternative
space group P212121 recently proposed for CuGeO3 in the
high-temperature uniform phase.30,31
Many attempts have recently been made to improve the
understanding of the SP phase transition in CuGeO3. In par-
ticular, it has been shown that the adiabatic treatment of the
3D phonon system, characteristic for the Cross and Fisher
theory,4 is not appropriate for the case of CuGeO3, where the
phonons contributing appreciably to the SP distortion have
energies much higher than the magnetic gap.41,42 An alterna-
tive description of the SP transition, not based on the as-
sumption of phononic adiabaticity, was developed by
Uhrig:41 Phonons are considered as the fast subsystem, re-
sponsible for the interchain coupling, and an effective
dressed spin model is derived. As a result, the soft phonon is
absent and the SP transition is characterized by growing do-
mains of coherent dimerization, whose size diverges at TSP .
Alternatively, Gros and Werner42 showed that no inconsis-
tency is present in the Cross and Fisher theory:4 They con-
cluded that, in Cross and Fisher framework, a soft phonon
has to be present only if the bare phonon frequency satisfies
the relation V0,2.2 TSP . For larger phonon frequencies
only a central peak is expected at TSP . However, this new
collective excitation, which would consist of the linear su-
perposition of a phonon with two magnons in a singlet
state,42 has not been observed up to now. Moreover, it has
been shown that for a detailed understanding of magnetic
susceptibility1,10 and magnetostriction43,44 data and, at the
same time, of the singlet and triplet excitation branches be-
low the continuum,45,46 the 2D character of the system can-
not be neglected.8,41 In addition, both the NN (J1) and the
NNN (J2) magnetic exchange interactions have to be taken
into account.44,47,48 CuGeO3 would then be described by an




where d is the static dimerization parameter and a5J1 /J2 is
the frustration parameter. In particular, the value a50.354
was obtained,44,47,48 which is significantly larger than the
critical value sufficient for the formation of a spontaneous
gap in the magnetic excitation spectrum in absence of lattice
dimerization, i.e., ac50.241.49,50 However, on the basis of
this approach and, in particular, with the large value obtained
for a , the amplitude of the dimerization d , estimated by re-
producing the singlet-triplet excitation gap, is substantially
underestimated:51,52 The very small value d.0.012 is ob-
tained, whereas from the combined analysis of the structural
lattice distortion in the dimerized phase and of the magneto-
elastic coupling in the uniform phase ~from magnetostriction
measurements!, the value d.0.0420.05 results.53 Still re-
taining the value a50.354, a consistent value for the lattice
dimerization ~i.e., of the order of 5%! is obtained from the
analysis of the inelastic neutron scattering data if, instead of
a static dimerization parameter d , an explicit coupling be-
tween the spins and the three-dimensional phonon system is
introduced in the Hamiltonian given in Eq. ~6!.54
Using inelastic neutron scattering and Raman spectros-
copy the singlet-triplet magnetic gap was observed,8,9 sepa-
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excitations,46,55–57 and a singlet bound state within the two
energy gaps.45,58 Optical spectroscopy is usually not the elec-
tive technique to study this kind of process59 @unless a static
~charged magnons60–62! or a dynamic ~phonon assisted
bimagnons63! breaking of symmetry is present#. However, a
direct singlet-triplet excitation has been observed at 44.3
cm21 in an infrared transmission experiment where the
singlet-triplet nature of the transition was demonstrated by
the Zeeman splitting of the line in an externally applied mag-
netic field.64 This excitation ~which has recently been studied
also by ESR measurements65! is in principle ‘‘doubly’’ for-
bidden: In fact, because of symmetry considerations and of
spin conservation we are restricted in an optical experiment
to excitations characterized by k50 and DS50. In Ref. 25
we showed that this transition exists for polarized light with
E’ chain ~Fig. 5, top! and is absent with Ei chain ~Fig. 5,
bottom!, in contradiction to the polarization dependence cal-
culated by Uhrig66 for the mechanism where the excitation
across the gap at the wave vector (0,2p/b ,0) in the Brillouin
zone is activated by the existence of staggered magnetic
fields along the direction perpendicular to the chains. A sec-
ond singlet-triplet ~optical! branch with a gap value at the G
point of ;5.8 meV was observed by Lorenzo et al.67 in
neutron scattering measurements. The dispersion of this
newly found optical mode is identical to the one of the
acoustic mode, but shifted by (2p/b1p/c). Lorenzo et al.67
proposed that the origin of this second mode is the relative
orientation of the Cu-O~2!-Cu units between next-
neighboring chains along the b axis, along with a small spin-
orbit coupling. This would give rise the slight distortion of
the spin isotropy necessary to reproduce the finite intensity
for the optical triplet mode and the difference in the scatter-
ing intensities between the optical and the acoustic
branches.67 On the other hand, anisotropy in the magnetic
exchange constants along the b axis below TSP ought to be
present in the space group P212121 proposed by Yamada
et al.30,31 This property is due to the strong fluctuations of
the exchange interactions expected upon decreasing the tem-
perature toward TSP . These results not only show that the
structure generally assumed for CuGeO3 in the uniform
phase may be incorrect, but they also suggest a possible ex-
planation for the singlet-triplet excitation in the optical spec-
tra at ;4425.5 meV: Such an optical transition, with ap-proximately the right energy value, is now present at k50
and not only at k5(0,2p/b ,0), which is inaccessible in an
optical experiment. In this context, the reason why the final
constraint DS50 is not satisfied might be spin-orbit interac-
tion, which could be strong enough to relax the spin conser-
vation rule. In order to assess whether this absorption line is
due to an electric dipole or to a magnetic dipole transition, in
presence of spin-orbit interaction, a careful analysis of selec-
tion rules and absolute intensities is needed.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We reported the temperature-dependent optical response
of pure and doped CuGeO3 in the frequency range 20–
32 000 cm21 with particular emphasis on the infrared pho-
non spectra. We detected zone-boundary folded modes acti-
vated by the SP phase transition. Following the temperature
dependence of these modes we were able to determine the
second-order character of the phase transition and to study
the effect of doping on TSP : In particular, we showed that
the substitution of Ge with Si is three times more efficient,
than the one of Cu with Mg, in reducing TSP . This was
explained, following Khomskii and co-workers,36,37 as a con-
sequence of the side-group effect. We discussed the optical
activity of the direct singlet-triplet excitation across the mag-
netic gap in relation to newly reported inelastic neutron scat-
tering data that show the existence of a second ~optical! mag-
netic branch.67 The anisotropy in the magnetic exchange
constants along the b axis, necessary for the optical triplet
mode in order to gain a finite intensity and, possibly, the
strong changes in the phonon spectra of Si-substituted
samples can be understood in terms of the alternative space
group P212121, recently proposed for CuGeO3 in the high-
temperature phase.30,31
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